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Regulations on Formation of the Canine Organization of AIAPS (K9O)
The Canine Organization established on the basis of public initiative represents a very strong
auxiliary instrument capable of assisting the law enforcement authorities in the task of maintaining
public security.
Goals:
ѕ maintaining public security and ensuring protection of public property;
ѕ reducing the street and organized crime, illegal migration, and human trafficking;
ѕ suppressing proliferation of small arms and drugs;
ѕ engagement of civilians in self-maintenance of public security;
ѕ establishment of a canine organization and engagement of owners of specially-trained dogs in
this activity.
Objectives:
ѕ maintaining security of citizens and ensuring intactness of property using specially-trained
dogs;
ѕ engaging and persuading civilians and owners of specially-trained dogs to participate in the
Canine Organization’s activities;
ѕ training people in the rules of maintaining and using dogs;
ѕ breeding, training and preparing dogs capable of doing patrolling service;
ѕ training and preparation of K-9 specialists;
ѕ establishment of an international canine organization;
ѕ establishment of the Institute of Cynology;
ѕ cooperation with local authorities and law enforcement agencies.
Maintaining security of citizens and ensuring intactness of property using speciallytrained dogs
The K9O will include people capable of providing assistance in fulfilling the Organization’s
objectives and improving protection of public order in cities and towns.
Social and economic losses inflicted by the street crime are quite substantial and continue to
rise, which makes the problem especially acute in modern conditions.
Patrolling the streets using dogs must help detect negative elements posing danger to human
life and prevent possible crimes.
For that purposes, the following is required:
ѕ patrolling the streets using K-9 units formed on the district basis, engaging local population
in this task;
ѕ creating an exemplary brigade featuring trained working dogs;
ѕ organizing exhibition shows at various educational institutions and city events;
ѕ conducting lectures on the rules of behavior in emergency situations.
Patrolling the streets by itself helps prevent crimes, because the dog is a strong psychological
factor capable of keeping potential offenders from committing illegal acts.
K-9 units formed on the raion (district) basis can provide fast response to crimes in progress
or to a public appeal for help.
The Handler and Dog patrol must:
ѕ monitor observance of public security while on duty;
ѕ prevent the crime in timely fashion;
ѕ use the dog on lawful grounds only, if and when necessary;
ѕ promptly report the crime to local law enforcement authorities;
ѕ abide by law;
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The Handler and Dog patrol has right to:
 prevent the crime using the dog on lawful grounds;
 conduct explanatory work on the rules of behavior in public places, etc.;
 detain offenders until the police arrives;
 help civilians if and when necessary (in life- or property-threatening situations);
 conduct explanatory work among the youth on security measures.
Engaging and persuading civilians and owners of specially-trained dogs to participate
in the Canine Organization’s activities
To ensure cooperation of the public with law enforcement authorities, exhibition events must
be held via formation of raion K-9 units with the aim of persuading and engaging private owners
of specially-trained dogs in this activity.
Therefore, the engagement of private dog owners will help substantially improve
effectiveness of the public security maintenance task, reduce financial outlays, and bring the
crime rate down.
Scheduled and unscheduled exhibition shows of K-9 units, demonstration of abilities of
specially-trained dogs, general-education and specialized lectures, etc. may be some of the
promotion methods.
Training people in the rules of maintaining and using dogs
Every country or city has the Pet Maintenance Rules. These rules, although varying from
place to place, convey the same key idea of making maintenance of pets as safe as possible for
others.
The Canine Organization may also be charged with creating the rules (if none exists) and
controlling compliance with them.
Dog training
The Canine Organization includes a dog training school which will offer training based on
the following regulations:
 Minimum obedience (a course for puppies)
 GTC (General Training Course)
 PWS (Protection and Watch Service)
 SOLBI (Russian acronym for Personal Security Dog, an author’s program by the
Ministry of State Security)
 SAR (Search and Rescue)
 SOOB (Russian acronym for Public Security Dog, a patrol dog testing program by
the Ministry of State Security)
Minimum obedience (a course for puppies)
Description of program: training the dog to obey basic commands and working out the
main techniques of controlling the dog’s behavior.
Breed: the program may be used for dogs of any breed.
Age: the program is intended for puppies 4 to 8 months old.
List of commands and skills:
 ‘come’ (the dog comes to and sits down in front of the trainer);
 ‘here’ (the dog walks around and sits down next to the trainer);
 ‘with me’ (the dog walks next to the trainer);
 ‘sit’ (next to the trainer);
 ‘down’ (next to the trainer);

‘sit’ (while moving, when walking next to the trainer);
 ‘down’ (while moving, when walking next to the trainer);
 ‘stay’ (the dog must be trained to remain in the same place);
 the dog sits down when the trainer stops;
 the dog refuses a treat.
Training form: individual, in groups and small-size groups.
Training location: at home, on improvised or specialized grounds.
Training time: 1 month (13 sessions) + 4 additional sessions in the dog socialization group
(optional).
General Training Course
Description of program: following up on and expanding the methods of obeying basic
commands, teaching the dog obey the main advanced commands and overcome obstacles.
Breed: the program may be used for dogs of any breed.
Age: the program is intended for dogs aged 6-12 months and older. The minimum age for
testing: 12 months.
List of commands and skills:
 ‘come’ (the dog comes to and sits down in front of the trainer);
 ‘here’ (the dog walks around and sits down next to the trainer);
 ‘with me’ (the dog walks next to the trainer);
 ‘sit’ (next to the trainer);
 ‘stand’ (next to the trainer);
 ‘down’ (next to the trainer);
 ‘sit’ (while moving, when walking next to the trainer; without leash);
 ‘down’ (while moving, when walking next to the trainer; without leash);
 ‘stand’ (while moving, when walking next to the trainer; without leash);
 ‘stay’ (the dog must be trained to remain in the same place);
 the dog sits down when the trainer stops;
 ‘fetch’ (the dog brings back a thrown object);
 ‘place’ (the dog must be trained to return to its place);
 ‘sit’ (at the distance of 15 meters; commands are given by voice and sign);
 ‘down’ (at the distance of 15 meters; commands are given by voice and sign);
 ‘stand’ (at the distance of 15 meters; commands are given by voice and sign);
 the dog refuses a treat.
Training form: individual, in groups and small-size groups.
Training location: at home, on improvised or specialized grounds.
Training time: 3 months (3 sessions a week) + group sessions on a specialized ground
(optional).
Protection and Watch Service
Description of program: the program envisages development of protection and guarding
qualities in the dog as regards the owner’s property and the owner himself. It also develops a
skill of sniffing identification of the stranger’s objects and an attitude toward gunshots.
Breed: the program is intended for special-service and guard dog breeds.
Age: the program is intended for dogs aged 1 year and older. The minimum age for testing: 18
months.
List of commands and skills:
 ‘guard’: the dog must guard a particular object;




developing an attitude toward gunshots;
 developing distrust in the dog toward strangers;
 teaching the dog to switch attention to an attacking part of the body;
 ‘attack’, ‘stranger’: teaching the dog to apprehend someone running away;
 teaching the dog a frontal attack;
 teaching the dog to protect the owner against attacks;
 ‘no’, ‘give’: teaching the dog to stop undesired actions.
Training form: individual, in groups and small-size groups.
Training location: at home, on improvised or specialized grounds.
Training time: 3 months (3 sessions a week) + group sessions on a specialized ground
(optional).
SOLBI
Description of program: SOLBI is the Personal Security Dog.
Breed: the program is intended for special-service and guard dog breeds.
Age: the program is intended for dogs aged 1 year and older.
List of commands and skills:
 ‘guard’: the dog must guard a particular object;
 teaching the dog to obey the ‘listen’ command;
 developing an attitude toward gunshots;
 developing distrust in the dog toward strangers;
 teaching the dog to switch attention to an attacking part of the body;
 teaching the dog to attack ‘live’ someone using hidden protection;
 ‘attack’, ‘stranger’: teaching the dog to apprehend someone running away;
 teaching the dog to switch attention from one attacker to another;
 teaching the dog to attack – back, neck;
 teaching the dog to guard an object from several persons with return;
 teaching the dog to detain someone running away using hidden protection;
 teaching the dog a frontal attack (sleeve, suit, hidden protection, in a muzzle);
 teaching the dog to protect the owner against a street assault;
 guarding the home, apartment, office;
 teaching the dog to respond to a weapon;
 the dog’s actions during simulations of various situations;
 ‘no’, ‘give’: teaching the dog to stop undesired actions.
Training form: individual, in groups and small-size groups.
Training location: at home, on improvised or specialized grounds.
Training time: 6 months (3 sessions a week) + group sessions on a specialized ground
(optional).
Search and Rescue
Description of program: one of the top categories of specially-trained dogs. SAR dogs are used
for apprehension and guarding of offenders, search of terrains and buildings to find a person or
his belongings, and identification of a missing person by his scent. In particular, SAR dogs are
capable of finding a human by his scenting trail between one minute and several hours old along
a distance of tens of kilometers in any weather and geographical conditions.
Breed: the program is intended for special-service and guard dog breeds.

Age: the program is intended for dogs aged 1 year and older. By the beginning of training the
dog should not be older than 3 years.
List of commands and skills:
 detecting an object by scent;
 detecting a human by scent;
 search of buildings;
 searching for a human by his scenting trail.
Training form: individual, in groups and small-size groups.
Training location: at home, on improvised or specialized grounds.
Training time: 3 months (3 sessions a week) + group sessions on a specialized ground
(optional).
Training and preparation of K-9 specialists
The Canine Organization will include the K-9 specialist training faculty offering the following
fields of specialization:
 special-service dog learning instructor;
 special-service dog training instructor;
 dog trainer;
 expert;
 animal behaviorist.
At the end of training the learning instructor will be certified to:
 train dogs;
 train training instructors;
 train dog trainers;
 work with groups;
 work on individual basis.
At the end of training the training instructor will be certified to:
 train dogs;
 train dog trainers;
 work with small-size groups;
 work on individual basis.
At the end of training the dog trainer will be certified to train dogs.
At the end of training the expert will be certified to evaluate performance of instructors and dogs
during tests.
At the end of training the animal behaviorist will be able to determine psychophysical handicaps
in an animal, create rehabilitation and recovery programs, give recommendations to instructors
and trainers on how to improve the animal’s psychophysical state.
Establishment of an international canine organization
To improve the skills of K-9 specialists and specially-trained dogs and the programs of
developing and testing working qualities in dogs, and to facilitate broad development and
dissemination of the specialized study of dogs it seems expedient to establish an association of
all existing civic canine organizations in Europe.
Such an international organization, let’s conditionally name it the International Canine
Assistance Society, will allow to organize:
 dog registration and certification;
 contests and testing of working qualities in dogs;

 certified conformation shows;
and also:
 popularize canine studies;
 set up dog training sites;
 organize dog breeding (breeding of healthy working dogs).
Obviously, the aforementioned activities will be in demand and recognized everywhere.
Institute of Cynology
Establishment of the Institute of Cynology will greatly contribute to:
 cooperation and performance of various public, civic, and other canine
organizations;
 improvement of specialists’ skills;
 determination of breed deficiencies in dogs;
 development of dog training programs and methods, determination of upsides
and downsides in various dog training programs;
 creation of new working dog breeds;
 maintenance and restoration of existing special-service dog breeds.
Cooperation with local authorities
Cooperation with local authorities will allow to implement a number of measures.
1. Establishment of raion (district) pet registration sections. For that purposes, veterinary clinics
may be used and K-9 patrols and the police may be engaged to control compliance with the pet
maintenance rules.
2. Organization of educational and explanatory work. For that purpose, mass media need to be
engaged, booklets and leaflets with the rules of maintaining and walking pets must be distributed
among the public, and a number of educational lectures must be organized at schools,
universities, and other educational institutions.
3. Establishment of a certification commission responsible for authorization of dog training and
handling activities and testing dogs for socialization and ability of dog owners to control their
animals.
For that purpose, it is necessary to:
 engage veterinary specialists;
 engage dog training and handling specialists;
 organize specialized courses for dog training and handling specialists;
 organize testing of dogs on specially-equipped sites.
4. Amending the Pet Maintenance Rules by adding provisions requiring obligatory dog
registration and testing for socialization.
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